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Prophecies  and  their Commentaries
Prophecies, especially those of  Merlin, were  immensely popular from the  twelfth
to the late  seventeenth  century and  they have always been  particularly m vogue at
times  of political crisis or national sentiment. Even m the  twentieth  century they
are occasionally re-interpreted.‘ They were used to explain  events, but could also
influence  them, for  example  by inciting or  supporting rebellion. Men of all classes
were  intrigued  by them  and many prophecies had an internatibnal reputation,
among them  those of Merlin and the various  texts ascribed to the  classical Sibyl.2
The English were often said to  have  a special predeliction for prophecies: the
Burgundian  historian  Philippe de Commines asserted  they were  never  short  of
them.  3

PrOphecy claims to  foretell  what  IS bound to happen and by so doing gives a
semblance of order to  a  series of events. The  medieval love of prophecy, like that  of
typology (or foreshadowing), is  closely associated  with  the  still frequently held
belief  that  we can  learn  from the past because  history has a  pattern  and  events
repeat themselves.  There  were innumerable  artificially created  links  between Old
and New Testament events and these are  freQue'ntly depicted in medieval  art.  For
example Isaac and David are  foreshadowings, or types, of  Christ; to what  extent
and  m what  way they are depends on the interpretation of  their  actions in the  light
of  Christ’s  life and passion In  both  typology and prophecy the significance of one
event  is enhanced by the other.  A  prophetic  text  or a  typological  precedent  derives
its value and interest from the event  that  it is supposed to  have  predicted or the
figure  it is thought to  have foreshadowed, and any event becomes more momentous
when it is  thought  to have been foreseen and planned by God or nature.

Prophecies  served  to make the  past, the present and the  future  one
continuous  cycle  In. the mind of author and reader. At a time when chroniclers
and historians had, or chose to use, few  other  means to ‘make sense’ of a long
narrative, it was a useful ordering device  which  emphasised God’s plan for
mankind.“ The historical plays of Shakespeare, Richard  II to  Richard  III, abound
with  such  foretellings. In  Richard III, for  example, Queen Margaret constantly
appears  throughout  the play to  remind  the audience of her  prophecies and the
inevitable consequences of past events. Her  persona  is  largely the  playwright’s
creation and so she could be presented as  both  prophet and interpreter. The result
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of any attempt to explain a prophecy could be as persuasive, disturbing and
subversive as Margaret’s interventions.

An essential feature of all prophecies is  their  obscurity.‘ This  is achieved by
ambiguous words and symbols, play on words and metaphor. Another common
and effective device is to begin with a series of  actual  and  thinly disguised
historical facts and  then  go on to the  ‘real’ prophecy, thereby implying that the
latter is as revelatory and truly prophetic as the first part has already proved to
be.‘5 As William of Newburgh remarked in 1198 of Geoffrey of  Monmouth’s
Prophecies  of Merlin:

‘. .. he so accommodated his  prophetic  fancies (as he  might  easily do) to
circumstances  occurring previous to, or  during, his own times, that  they might
obtain a  suitable  interpretation’.7

Not surprisingly, as a  result, some interpretations of prophetic  texts start  out  full
of confidence, but end more or less  abruptly when  they come up against the
section not yet made clear by events.

For whatever purpose they were originally composed, the propaganda  value
of prophetic  texts  was obvious.8 They were used to impress people  with  the
inevitability and consequent tightness of certain events. As a result it  could  be
very dangerous to promulgate them and accusations of sedition and treason
might follow. In 1402 and 1406, at  a  time when Henry IV was plagued  with
memories of Richard II, laws  were  passed in England against the use of  ‘false
prophecies’, threatening severe punishment.’ Prophecies  might  lend
respectability to the claims of  both  rebels and new dynasties, confirm the
righteousness of military action, sanctify an important  relic  or raise expectations
about a specific  event, such as the birth of a royal heir or  a  hoped-for crusade.

Explanations of prophetic  texts  survive in the shape of scholarly glosses,lo as
quotations in historical works relating them to particular events,“ and in some
instances prophecies themselves appear as political poems and songs  that  leave
little doubt about the way they should be interpreted.” When  several
interpretations of the same  text  survive  they inevitably have  similarities,
particularly the sections  that  were  originally composed after the event, but'they
also have endless variations, according to the preoccupations of each generation.
Commentators are brief or prolix and they have personal, regional or ethnic
preferences. Most of them concentrate on the more dramatic, political events:
battles and the deaths of kings."

The  Prophecy of the  Eagle
Though copied and  used  for centuries and long known to modern scholars the
Prophecy of the  Eagle  has never actually been studied in detail and an  attempt  to
establish its provenance and history and  explain  its contents  will  be made here. It is
a composite  text; each  section having a  history and an independent  life  as we]! as a
corporate identity." As  a  whole the  text  dates from about the reign of Henry II, but
certain items and sentences are older. The  text  has been  given  various namés:  apart
from the  Prophecy of the  Eagle, the whole has been called the  Giraldian Collection,
and its several parts the  Vision  of Edward  the  Confessor, the  Here  Prophecy, the
'Three  Dragons' and the  Prophecy of the  White  King.  The Eagle itself also has its
own history as does its nom de  plume, Merlin Silvester. All these elements from the
marvgllous world of medieval prophecy need to be explained.
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.  _ To Geoffrey of  Monmouth  must go most of the credit for popularising
prophetic  writing in England  which  was  comparatively unknown  in the  country
before the  twelfth  century.” Geoffrey’s  main  prophet was  Merlin  but.he also
created a  prophetic  eagle.  Although  in  Geoffrey’s writings  there  is no confusion '»"
between these two‘beings  or  their  prophecies, there  is  later, so  they must both  be
described. The Eagle  only occurs  briefly in the  Historia Regum Britanniae. but
Merlin is in all  three  of Geoffrey’s  works  and is one of his  most  popular and
enduring'creations. .  . . . ‘ -

Geoffrey is now  generally accepted as the  author  of the Latin verse romance
Vita Merlini,  his  last  work.  It was  written  soon  after  ”48  and dedicated to '
Robert de Chesnéy, Bishop of  Lincoln  (  1 148-67).” With  the aid of  Celtic
traditions of a prophet, Myrddin, he  created  the  legend  of Merlin, magician and
seer, in  this  and his earlier works.'8 The Merlin of the romance, however was a
very different  personality from  the  Merlin  of the  Prophecies  and the  History of the
Kings  of Britain, although to Geoffrey he was the same man grown old after
Arthur’s  death.  This  disparity encouraged the creation of two  Merlins  by puzzled
later writers who  thought  they needed to  clarify their puzzlement. An interested
person like  Gerald  of  Wales  was  well  informed  about the separate careers of the
two  prophets  as  early as 1 I88.  '9 It is the Merlin of the  Vita!” that  the history of the
Prophecy of the  Eagle  is  concerned  with:  he was  a  Silvester homo, a  ‘man of the
woods’ of  North  Britain, Caledonia, a  king of Demetia who went mad  with grief
at the  death  of  friends  in  battle  and fled to the woods to  live  with  animals. Bouts
of sanity alternated  with  madness for the  rest  of his  life, he endured  suffering and
various adventures, making a  series'of  prophecies  (many of  which  referred to
Geoffrey’s  own  text  and to the  reign  of Stephen, not surprisingly), until he retired
permanently to  live  among the  trees  and  prophesy'no  more.  The  Merlin  of the
Vita  not only inspired  later  romances but-was  also, in part, the inspirer of the
character  Merlin  Silvester or  Celidonius  to  whom  the  Prophecy of the  Eagle  was
frequently attributed.  This later creation must  not be' confused  with Merlin
Ambro'sius, the Merlin of Geoffrey‘s  Prophecies  and his  History of the  Kings  of
Britain, whose  story now needs to be  told. . ' '  -  '- ' ‘'

The  Prophecies  of Me'rlin  Was Geoffrey’s  earliest work,‘ a  series  of statements
and images couched in  symbolic  language, 'not necessarily linked  to  each other
and  with  no  obvious  argument  or  meaning, but purporting to  foretell  the future if
the reader can interpret  their symbols and  language  correctly.  These  were based
on Welsh bardic sayings and  prophecies, but Geoffrey also took  inspiration from
the  Bible  and such sources as Lucan’s  Pharsalia.  He claimed  that  his prophecies
were merely translations  of an ancient  book  in  Welsh  undértaken  with  the
encouragement of  Alexander, Bishop of Lincoln (died  I 148), to  whom  they were
dedicated.  They were put together at  some time between  1 120, the  year of the  loss
of the  White  Ship when Henry I’s only legitimate  son was drowned (an  episode
clearly ‘foretold’ in the  Prophecies), and 1 I35  when  the  book  was cited by Orderic
Vitalis  as a composition separate from the History.2l .After 1135 Geoffrey
included the  Prophecies  in his History,22 where he  attached  them  to the character
of  ‘Ambrosius  Merlin, the boy without a  father and whose  mother  was the
daughter of a king of Demetia. The boy prophesied to  Vortigern  and interpreted
for him the  battle  between the Red and  White  Dragons.” The Red and  White
Dragons were to be_ one of the  most  successful of all  motifs  used in British
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vaticinal literature —  they also  feature in the  Prophecy of the  Eagle.‘ Geoffrey
took  the dragons and the boy, Ambrosius, from the  ninth century Historia
Brittonum  of Nennius where the dragons represented the  nations  of the  Britons
(red) and the Saxons (white), as  they were  to do  throughout their literary life." To
Nennius’ brief  details  Geoffrey added a  life  history for the  boy-seer  and his  book
of prophecies.25 Ambrosius Merlin went on to be of assistance to  Aurelius
Ambrosius, a general  fighting the invaders of Britain, and it was he who  enabled
Uther Pendragon to disguise  himself  so  that he'could  beget the  future King
Arthur  —  what  he did not do was meet the great King himself in the pages of
Geoffrey’s  History.  1-" For Geoffrey, Merlin’s  later  career was as the mad  prophet-
King of Demetia, and it was  other, later.  romance  writers  who created his  role  as
Arthur’s  mentor and magician.”

In the text of the  Historia  there  are two references to  a  prophetic eagle. In
book  two, while  the walls of Shaftesbury were  being built  this  eagle. spoke. ‘If I
believed its sayings to be  true  I  would not  hesitate to hand  them  down to history
with  m other  material’ concludes Geoffrey, no  doubt  with  his  tongue well  in his
cheek.2 At the end of his  Historia  he is not so sceptical for he places- the
prophecies of the Eagle among the  authorities  consulted  by King Alan  when  he
counselled CadWallader about the  Angelic Voice which  had spoken to him.
Cadwallader was to retire to Rome leaving Britain  to the conquering Saxons: one
day the  British  race (the Red Dragon) would again  rule  in Britain.”

There  is no precise precedent for Geoffrey’s  prophetic  eagle. Some  critics
have  suggested that the eagle of  Sestos on the Hellespont, whose story is  told  by
Pliny in his  Natural History was transmuted by Geoffrey into  the  eagle  of
Shaftesbury (Seftom'a), but the  classical story concerns a  faithful  pet eagle  which
immolated itself on the funeral pyre of the young girl  who had trained it. More in
keeping with the eagle of Shaftesbury are the  folk-tales  of animals and birds
helping human beings, and of dead kings and gods speaking through  the  medium
of animals.  Also  relevant  is the comparable  amplification  by Geoffrey of  another
of  Nennius’ details, when he makes the  sixty eagles of  Loch  Lomond announce
marvels in his  History.  3° Geoffrey littered his prophecies with animal  symbols in a
way that suggests he  easily associated animals  with  prophecy and readily used
them  as representations of  human  beings and  their  behaviour. He was not  unique
in this usage, but he was undoubtedly the most significant and  influential  writer
who wrote in  this  way'f‘I The choice of an animal to represent  a  particular
individual  might  be carefully thought  out and appropriate — so  much  so  that  it
could become synonymous  with  that  character over the centuries, like  Henry I,
still known as Geoffrey’s ‘lion of justice’ — but other  choices  were  arbitrary and
unhelpful  except  in  giving an enigmatic and primitive quality to the  text.  The art
of heraldry was rapidly becoming an organised  system of  recognition  during
Geoffrey’s lifetime and  shows how ready people  were  in general to  take  animals
as  their  emblems: indeed dragons had represented nations as early as the days of
Nennius. One of  Geoffrey’s  patrons, Waleran, Count of Meulan, was one of the
earliest known users of  heraldry, and Geoffrey Plantagenet, son in law of Henry
I, bore  lions  on his shield a  little  earlier.32 -

Although Geoffrey was sceptical of the Eagle’s capabilities  initially it has
been noticed  that  he was  less so by the end of his  History.  Even less sceptical were
his readers who rushed to put  texts  into the  bird’s  beak. The  text  of the  prophecy
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usually attributed  to the Eagle was probably in circulation during the reign of
Henry II and manuscripts began to proliferate in the  thirteenth  century. The
Eagle itself  soon  became  entangled  and identified  with  the Merlin of the Woods,
Merlin Silvester or Celidonius (Caledonius or Caledonicus).'“ Such authors as
Wace, who did a French verse version of  Geoffrey’s  Historia  for a courtly
audience, called Le  Roman  de  Brut,  about  1 155 the year of Geoffrey’s death, were
partly responsible for  turning the Eagle into a human being. Wace  thought,
sensibly, that  aquila  was the  name  of  a  ban  devin  — it did not occur to him  that
aquila  was Latin for an  eagle."

Precisely when and how the group known as the  Prophecy of the  Eagle
became attached to the Eagle or Merlin Silvester is not clear. One section, here
called the ‘T hree  Dragons  '. may have  been  among the bardic  texts  found by
Gerald of Wales  about  1188. He asserts  that such  prophecies ‘of  Merlin’ were
commonly sung in Wales by bards  but rarely written  down.  Henry II encouraged
him to collect  them  and translate  them into  Latin. Gerald’s collection, which  he
intended to publish as  Book  Three  of his  Expugnatia Hibernica (The  Conquest  of
Ireland),  does not survive as  a whole  and it can now only be wondered whether
the passages embedded in the Eagle  text  and  also  quoted piecemeal by Gerald in
the  surviving books  of the  Conquest  of Ireland  were  once  part of his ‘collection’.
The points still at  issue are  whether  the  rest  of the Eagle  text  was ever part of  a
‘Giraldian  Collection’ of bardic  texts  and whether Gerald  really wrote his
collection himself. Gerald would certainly have rewritten the  texts  in the process
of translation. It has also been argued  that  he was himself only quoting sentences
from the  Prophecy of the  Eagle:  he admits to knowing of Merlin Silvester whom
be carefully distinguishes  from  Merlin Ambrosius.  What  is certain is  that  the
Giraldian sentences, that  is  those common to  both  Gerald and the Eagle, refer to
twelfth-century events and can be presumed to have been composed before 1200,
and  that  Merlin Silvester was already associated with several of  them.”

The long section of the  Prophecy which was known to Gerald is here  called
the  'Three Dragons’ because its main feature is the use of Merlin’s  image  of the
Red and  White  Dragons plus their counterpart and victor, the Dark Dragon. To
medieval interpreters this was the  most  promising and specific of all the sections
of the Eagle’s prophecy: several detailed commentaries survive.

Some sentences included in the ‘T Izree Dragons’ have a reputation of their
own:  they form the so-called  Here  Prophecy which survives in Latin as well as
English.  The  ‘Here’ of its name has been variously assumed to be a place name, a
statue of a hart or the  human  heart!  The  most  convincing theory concludes  that
the  text  was made early in  1191  and had a relevance to Richard [’5 crusade and
John’s conquest of Ireland.36

The  other  long section of the  Eagle’s  prophecy is  that called  the  Prophecy of
the  White King.  Its origin is obscure, but it was probably composed as one piece
and intended to refer to the  reign  of Stephen. It clearly refers to a period of civil
war, describing its abuses in ambiguous but disturbing images. Frequently
copied but-rarely interpreted from the  twelfth  to the  seventeenth centuries, it has
attracted little attention from historians of prophecy. No  detailed  commentary is
extant, but one scribe accurately summed up its ominous contents by adding at its
end: ‘And then it will be the Day of Judgment. The end?"
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The third, shorter, section  of the  Eagle’s  prophecy as it  exists  in Richard III’s
text, but  which  Is not always incorporated m the miscellany, IS the  Vision  of n
Edward  the  Confessor.  This  15 the  most  ancient and the  best  authenticated  text
among all  this  skimble-skamble  stuff.” The first, anonymous, life  of the
Confessor was composed before 1084- 5 and all the early subsequent  lives  or
accounts  of Edward were  indebted  to its  text:  William  of  Malmesbury, Osbcrt of
Clare, and the  Life  commissioned from Aelred of Rievaulx to  celebrate  the
successful  conclusion  in 1 I61 of the campaign to canonise the  King and finished
in  1163.  The  King’s  deathbed  vision  of the Green Tree is in all  these lives.
Edward's  cult  had  begun  probably during his lifetime among his Norman
courtiers as a  virgin, miracle-working king, but its  main  flowering was in the
twelfth  century when  the  Angevin kings  were  concerned to strengthen  their  claim
to the English throne  with  reverence for Edward and marriages into the  Anglo-
Saxon royal line. The monks of Westminster were equally eager to  have  thei'r own
saint  and relics to vie with St. Alban and St. Edmund. Despite the  twelfth-century
enthusiasm and canonisation campaign, the  earliest life of St. Edward IS thought
to  reflect  genuine  information  (contemporary to the  King)”

The earlier accounts of the deathbed vision  —  the  doom  of the felled tree, cut
down and its parts separated, unable to produce leaves or  fruit until  it has come
together  again  without  human  help — interpreted it pessimistically, in the
context  of the exolitics  of  their  own day, the Norman Conquest or subsequent  civil
disturbances. In Aelred of  Rievaulx’s  text  of  l 163, the  only one to receive  wide
circulation, however, it was dramatically re-interpreted in a positive  way:  the
felled  tree  was one again and Henry II was the  heir  of past divisions. To Aelred
the tree was the English  kingdom, which  descended in direct succession from
Alfred to Edward, was  then divided  from  its  ‘trunk’ in  that  it passed to another
race (‘seed’), and after thrge  kings, Harold, William  I and William II, was
returned to the original  race  in the person of Henry I  who married Matilda of the
old royal house. The line  flourished  (the Empress Matilda) and bore  fruit  (Henry
II).'

The brief and delightfully simple  text  of the vision of the Green  Tree  was  a
perfect prophecy. It was capable of constant reeinterpretation, once the knack
was  caught  from Aelred, every time there was civil division followed by a period
of reunion: Edward IV was as good an example of the  working out of the
prophecy as Henry II. It was  also a  text  that  must have been known to Geoffrey of
Monmouth and one of the many influences on his prophetic  style.  Edward the  ‘
Confessor’ s  own inspirations include St. Dunstan who prophesied the Norman
Conquest, ‘3 the green tree of Christ’s parable and, in particular, the dream of
King Nebuchadnezzar interpreted by Daniel. The  last  provides  a  clue as to why
the  vision  of the Green  Tree  should  sometimes be included in the Eagle
miscellany. Not only did the dream contain the symbol of a green and fruitful tree
cut down, but, like Merlin, Nebuchadnezzar went mad, was  driven  from his
kingdom to live with animals and eat g}- ass, and his hair ‘was  grown  like  eagle’s
feathers and his nails  like  bird’s claws.  It is hardly surprising that someone who
knew the  Book  of Daniel  linked  the Confessor’s  vision  of the Green Tree to
Merlin Silvester alias the Eagle.

From  these  very mixed  sources and curious fables the  Prophecy of the  Eagle,
as it is found' 111 the manuscript once owned by Richard III, was cobbled together.
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The  Commentary
The present commentary on the  Prophecy of the  Eagle  was clearly written with
Geoffrey’s  Historic  to hand. The author probably found  the  text  attached, as
here, to the  Historia,  and was inspired by it. He copied words and complete
sentences from the  Prophecies  1n  Book  Seven and from the  events of the reign of
CadWallader  m  Book  Twelve. He uSed  these texts  as far as the contents of the
Prophecy of lhe  Eagle  allow, that  is up to and including the occurrence of the
various dragons. He displays a marked preoccupation  with  the racial symbolism
of these red (British), white  (Saxon) and dark (Norman) beasts and the greater
part of his commentary is taken up by the lists of names he  used  to illustrate them.

The phrases the commentator lifted from the  Historia  to explain the  Eagle’s
words are frequently prophetic themselves and  written  in the future  tense, he
often failed to alter the  tense (though describing past  events!), a  carelessness  that
does not contribute to the clarity of his  text. ‘5 '

The present intqrpretation of the  Vision  of King Edward,  also couched in
Galfridian sentences, is unusual and pessimistic. The  author  cannot have been aware
of its connection with the Confessor and  Aelred’s  Life  was unknown to him. He
relates the  text only to Cadwallader and the Welsh, and appears to  think  — a_s Gerald
of Wales did  —  that  there' 15 little hope of the exiled  Welsh  ever returning since they
have not reformed the sinful ways that originally caused their misery.“

Most  of the interpretation of the  Three  Drggons  lS taken up by long lists  of
names; these will be discussed below. The rest is straightforward and historical
and the contents do not  suggest  any personal involvement of the author. They
appear to be solely based on traditional sources such as  a  Brut  chronicle of the
history of Britain. In some cases, however, more details are  given than  can be
found m  Brut  texts. There 1s criticism of  most  of the princes mentioned and  there
may be a conventional religious bias. Robert Curthose IS blamed for refusing the
crown of Jerusalem, William 11 for destroying churches and  other  ungodly
behaviour, Henry I’s founding of  Reading Abbey 1s mentioned, and Henry 11 1s
_said to have conceived his sons in adultery. For John  only the conquest of Ireland
is mentioned; Henry III’s  signing away of Normandy (at thq Treaty of Paris  m
1259) IS discussed  m some  detail and  with  marked criticism.

The Commentary ends at the  Three  Dragons.  The  White  King is left
unexplained: it is pos_sible  this  text  was not part of the  Prophecy of the  E_agle as the
commentator knew it, ‘7 for as has  been  explained above, all three sections of the
Prophecy of the  Eagle  led a  separate  as well as  a  joint  life, they occur in any
combination 1n the various manuscripts and  a  commentator could have been
familiar  with  all or only part of the  tex_t.

The present commentary occurs in one  other  manusqript: Cambridge, St.
Johns College Ms. G16. ‘8 In the  context  of the othe_r items in this manuscript its
copy of the  Prophecy of the  Eagle' 1s datable to the reign of Edward I (1272-1307),
or earlier. Internal evidence indicates  a  more specific  date:  the Treaty of Paris of
1259 IS the  last  historical fact referred to by the commentator and his criticism of
its seems to allow of a date for his work  m that  year  or very shortly after.

-  Repeating the lines of the  Here Prophecy was the  commentator’ 5 last
contribution, he  does  not  explain  them. As far as the scribe of Richard  III’s
manuscript was  concerned  the Commentary was finished, for at the end he  wrote:

The  end.  Thanks  be to God.
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The  Lists  of  Britons, Anglo-Saxons  and  Normans
The  most  interesting feature of the Commentary is the  inclusion  of several lists of
names not composed by the commentator but taken by him from  other  sources.
Three of them, the  British kings, the  Anglo-Saxon kings  and the companions of
the Conqueror are used to illustrate the Red, White and Dark Dragons, the
emblems of the British, English and Norman races. Two shorter ones were added
for good measure: one  gives  the names of  ‘those that  held the land’ in  1066  before
the Conquest, the other  those of the  ‘kin? of Edward the Confessor. All the  lists in
this copy of the Commentary are confused and inaccurate, the result of scribe
after  scribe  copying columns  of  unfamiliar  personal names.” .

The lists of kings need not detain us long: the  British  kings derive from the
only possible source, Geoffrey of  Monmouth’s  Historia Regum  Britanm'ae.so The
Anglo-Saxon  kings are not so easily allotted to  a single  source, but  they could
presumably have  been  compiled  from a chronicle dealing with their  rule. The
tradition of  making lists of kings, heroes, tribes, elves  and dwarves was inherited
by the  Anglo-Saxons  from  their  Germanic  ancestors. Mnemonic metrical  lists
were part of the oldest oral literature, and the present lists, especially the
alliterativc ones, may be  a survival  of such  a  traditional cataloguc.5

The other lists have a  more  intriguing history.  That  of the Conqueror’s
companions has had a vigorous life  into  the  twentieth  century, only to be  finally
demonstrated as fraudulent in 1943.52 The actual description of  twenty-two
names as the  ‘kin’ of Edward the Confessor, however, is  unique  to the two  known
copies of  this  commentary:

Symon!  filz Adam
Thomas  fiz  William
Robert  fiz Uuater

Bottone  &  Sotthone
Bottone &  Battone
Balbecbri  &  Balbetone

They start  with  six names with  fi(l)z  in them.53 This  list  of names is  also  tare: so
far it has been  found  in only three manuscripts, British Library Mss. Royal 13 E
ix“ and Harleian  293,” and College of Arms Ms. Arundel 9.5“ In all these
manuscripts the names of Edward’s kin are silently tagged on to copies of the
rhyming list of companions  that  also occurs in the Commentary.” Why these
particular  names should  have been designated as the kin of Edward has not been
discovered.

To confuse a confusing tale  still  further, there  may be another list of  twenty-
two  names, apparently Anglo-Saxon. The  only evidence that there was in fact
such  a separate list are two stray headings and  a  group of eleven pairs of names
that seem to have been misplaced. The names have crept, apparently by accident,
into  the long list  of British  kings  which, without  these insertions, would accord
well  with  the data  given  in  Geoffrey’s  Historia." The first (Latin) heading
purports to introduce the names of  ‘those  that  held the  land’ when William
defeated  Harold, but no  such  names follow. It is likely that  the  twenty-two  stray
names represent this  list’s  contents and  that  it formed  a  pendant to the
Confessor’s.  This  is made the  more  certain By the second apparently stray
heading: Ies  enfans  du roy haraldpremis  (the abovenamed kin  0) of King Harold).
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The  twenty-two  names  begin:
adeuuold  &  adeuuold:- .
bonomon  &  bonscon.

and end: > . _ _ ,
aluvard &  eduvard. ‘ ’  . . , 1

‘  kambii  & jambard. .  .  '  . ' .

So far.‘Harold’s  kin’ have  not been  found  elsewhere.” _ .  -
-The  desire for  lists  of the  ‘kins’ of Edward the Confessor and Harold and the

date of their  compilation  may be  tentatively linked  _to their cults. Edward’s  cult
received its real  impetus  in the  11305  when the campaign for his canonization
started. Harold’s  cult  (if  item  be so called) was associated  with  the Abbey of
Waltham  founded by him to house a miracle-performing holy cross, and where
he was reputed to  have been  buried. The Abbey was patronised by Henry_I’s
Queen (died 1118), a kinswoman of Edward the Confessor, and by successive
queens.  Although  Norman  authors  blackened Harold’s character he received  a
good  press in  texts  emanating from Waltham, De  Inventione Sanctae' Crucis  and
Vita  Haroldi.“ _  . r  - -  '

The  names  of  William’s  companions present no  such  problems (if
uniqueness. At  least  as  early as the reign of Henry II interest  began  to be felt in the
names of  those who conquered England with William I," or William the Bastard,
as he was  usually called."2 The traumas of the Conquest were in the  past  and
people wanted ancestors who had  been  part of the great military Victory of
Hastings.  These ancestors  had been on the  ‘right’ side and many had been
granted  lands  by William. The list of combatants in Le  Roman  de Rou  (The Song
of Rollo )  was one of the  first expressions of  this  interest. This  was written mainly
in the  11705  by the Norman  poet, Wace, to  glorify the Norman dukes who
derived  from  Rollo  or  ‘Rou’.  The  l  17 names in the poem were designed to please

'  those  who wanted  military ancestors, several of  whom were  in the court circle of
Henry II and in  Wace’s  own area of Normandy."3 His  list  can be  shown  to be only
marginally related  to historical fact.“ Wace himself admitted  that  he  could  not
give all the names of even the barons“ —  in  other  words, he certainly had no ‘list’
to work from.“ The  identity of the majority of the combatants had undoubtedly
been forgotten, no chronicler had  bothered  or been concerned to record them,
and  with  all  their  resources twentieth-century historians can only retrieve thirty-
two names  with  any certainty."7 . ,.

_  The  monks  of  Battle  Abbey, which  was founded by William  to
commemorate and  pray for all concerned in the victory, remembered the
participants en  bloc  in their prayers; it is unlikely they ever had  a  bade-roll to
recite.  ,The  monks discovered  that  their  lack of such a  roll  was a disadvantage
when  they were approached by expectant  visitors (and tourists).  This  may
account for  their_ possessing such manuscripts as an early copy of  Wace’s  Roman
de Rou“9 and possibly some of the  lists  under  discussion.  °  If Glastonbury monks
could dig up King Arthur, Battle  Abbey monks  Could undoubtedly find rolls of
the knights at  Hastings  to show their visitors. From the time of  Wace, lists began
to proliferate, some certainly inspired by his work." .Some, probably including
the alliterative and repetitive one of which a version appears in the Commentary,
also  linked  back  to the  Anglo-Saxon, Germanic tradition of  lists  made for
recitation. Short lists could be made up from almost any chronicle covering the
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battle72 and  these might  be added to  Wace’s magnificent  list  of 117 names  —
above all the compiler would add the family name of his  patron.” '

One of the earliest fabricated lists  —  perhaps the  earliest  and one  that
apparently owed no  close  debt to Wacc — is the rhyming one" of  which a  copy
has been inserted in the Commentary on the  Prophecy of the  Eagle.  The
commentator clearly had  a copy to hand, so  this list  of the companions must
predate  1259, the date of the  last  event  he referred to. Up to now the earliest
known copy of  this  list was  that  transcribed in the Anonymous or Fitzhugh
Chronicle, also  called Brompton’s Chronicle, composed before 1377.75 This
rhyming list:

Mandeville  et  Dadeville
Servile  ct  Sechevile
Onfravile  et  Duscrevile

through  a  total  of  25076 names to
Pontis et  Pontdelarge
Stanges  et  Savalge

has no historical  value  except as  a  reminder of the genealogical pretensions of the
gentry of England.

In the  fifteenth  century, although  its readers may have  recognised its
confusion and scribal corruption, they would  nevertheless have accepted the
ultimate truth of the  ‘Battle Abbey Roll’.  Their  assurance is reflected by the great
number and variety of versions and copies surviving from  about 1400  onwards.
Certain copyists tried to reduce the rhyming originals to some  kind  of order.
Before  1419  someone tried to list the names by their  last syllable  ...ard,  ...eII,  etc.,
one such  copy being popularised in a version of the  Brut  chronicle."7 Alphabetical
lists were in circulation at least by the late fifteenth century.78 Within two years of
Richard  III’s  death a  list  of the companions was printed for the first time by
Guillaume le Talleur, the first printer of Rouen. It appeared in La  Grande
ghgnitqgle de  Normandie  (1487), a  fourteenth-century prose version of Le  Roman

e  0“.

With  La  Grande Chronique  the  last  list had  come  into existence. It  only
remained for antiquaries and genealogists to tie  themselves into knots over  them.
They continued to appear regularly in  print  and provoked analysis in the name of
ancestor-worship and patriotic enthusiasm from Fox in his  Book  of Martyrs
(1563) and Holinshed’s  Chronicles  (1577) to the Duchess of Cleveland’s  Battle
Abbey Rollin  1889.“

[A rationalised translation of The  Prophecy of the  Eagle  and Commentary will
appear  in  a  subsequent issue of The  Ricardian.]

NOTES  AND  REFERENCES
l. The  latest  interpretation  of the  Prophecies  of  Merlin appears  to be R.  J. Stewart.  The  Prophetic Vision  of

Merlin.  London [986.  On  prophecies  in the  Middle  A35  see:  John  Webb.  Tianslmion  of  a  French Metrical
History ofthe  Deposition  of  Richard  the  Second  .  . ..  Appendix  IV.  Archaeologia,  vol.  20  (  l  824). pp.2§0-7l;  R.
Taylor.  The  Political  Prophecy in  England,  New  York  I91 I; J. S. P.  Tallock.  The  Legendary  History  afBrilain
. .  ..  Berkeleyl  Los  Angeles 1950.  Ch. l7; C. E.  Eckhardt.  The  Praphelia Merlini  afGeafl'rey  of  Monmmuh.  A

Fifteenth-Century Commentary.  Speculum Anniversary  Monographs  8.  Cambridge. Mass.. I982;  R. W.
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Soulhem. Aspects of the European  Tradition  oislorical  Writing  3. History as Prophecy.  Transactions  of the
Royal  Historical Satiel  y. Slh series. vol. 22 (I972). pp.l59-80.

See Taylor  (see  n. l ), pp.28-38; B. McGinn.  Tesle David  cum  Sibyllu:  The Significance oflhe  Sibylline  Tradition

in the  Middle  Ages.  in .l. Kirslner and S. F. Wemple. cds..  Women  in the Medieval  World,  Oxford I985; the

Sibyl’s  prophecies were popular  because  they were supposed to predict the  coming of Christ.

Memoirs.  Bk.4. Ch. l0  (Penguin translation  by Michael  Jones. p.258): see also  Webb  (see n.  l  ). p.253. n. I. and

Taylor (see  n.l), pp.84-6.
Southern  (see  n. l ).  placed great  emphasis on the importance of prophecy: ‘Prophecy filled the world  picture,

past. present and  future;  and it was the  chief inspiration  of all historical writing‘ (p.l60).

Taylor (see n. I ), pp.3-6.  I l0-l.

Taylor (see n.  l  ). p.86.

William ofNewburgh.  Hismria  Rerum  Angliwrum.  vol. 4.  purl  2. pp.389-90.  printed  in  Chronicles  'ofllw  Reign

of Stephen.  Henry II and  Richard  I. ed. R. Howlell. Rolls Series.  4  vols.. l884-90. vol. I. pp.l l-408; vol. 2.
pp.4l6-583. William’s  clear-sighted approach  was  ignored  as devotees  oflhe genre  re-issued and  expanded  on

Geoffrey‘s themes.
E.g.  for the Yorkisl period see Allison Allan. Yorkisl  Propaganda: Pedigree.  prophecy and the ”British history‘

in [he  Reign  of Edward IV. in  Patronage.  Pedigree  and  Power  in  Laler  Medieval England.  ed. Ch. Ross.

Gloucester I979. pp.  l 7I-92.

Taylor (see n.l). pp.lO4-5. and references  given  there.

E.g.  a  commentary in seven books on the  Prophecies  of Merlin  is ascribed to  Alan  of Lille.
E.g.  Gerald of Wales. See  Taylor (see  n.l), pp.88-9. and  below.
R. H. Robbins. Poems  dealing with contemporary conditions in  A Manual aft/1e  Writingx  in  Middle English

[0504500.  ed. A. E. Hartung. vol. 5. pp.  l5l6-36;  V. .l.  Scaltergood.  Polilics  and  Poelry in the  Fifteenth

Century.  London l97l. pp.32. “8: R. H. Robbins.  Hisloriml Poems  aft/12  XIVIII  and  X  Vlh  Cenlun'es.  New
York I959. pp. xliv-xlvi. ll3-2I and  notes:  Taylor (see n.l).  passim.

Eckhardt  (see  n.  l  ). pp.l3-5. There are several  complete  and  fragmentary commentaries  on the  Prophecius 0/
Merlin:  J. Hammer. A Commentary on the  Prop/mitt Merlim‘ .  .  ..  Speculum.  vol. l0 (I915).  pp.3-30;  C. D.
Eckhardl. The  Prop/Mia Merlini  ol' Geofirey of  Monmouth: Latin Manuscript  Copies.  Manuscript".  vol. 26
(I982).  pp.167-76.  A few commentaries on the  Prophecy afllw  Eagle  survive:  they are discussed below.

Full  references to mss.  containing the  Prophecy oflhe  Eagle  will  appear  in the  next  issue of this journal.
Taylor  (see  n.l).  pp.7-9,  24. credits  Geoflrey with more  invention than  is perhaps  entirely justified. His

slalemcnls were qualified by Tallock  (see  :1. l  ), esp. ch. l7.

Geoffrey probably was confused. however.  about  the Welsh  legend  of  Myrddin.  see-A. O. H.  Jarrfian.  The
Welsh  Myrddin  Poems. in  Arthurian Literature  in the  Middle  Ages.  ed. R. S. Loomis. Oxford I959. p'p.20-30.

The two main editions of the romance are  John  .I. Parry. The Vim  Merlini,  Illinois University Studies in
Language  and Literature. vol. 10. no. 3 (I925). and Basil Claike. Life of Merlin.  Cardiff  I973.  which  includes a

translation  and extensive  bibliography.  Their introductions  give  all the  main  delails on authorship. dale.

sources. etc. For the authorship of the  Vila  see also H. D. L. Ward.  Cululogue  of Romances  in the  Brilish
Museum.  London I883. vol. I. pp.278-88. and Edmond  Faral.  La  Légende  Arlhurienne: Elude:  el  Documenls, vol. 2.

Geoffrey of Monmouth.  Bibliolhéque  dc I‘Ecole des Haules Etudes. vol. 256. Paris I929. pp.28-36. 34l-85.

Clarke  (see  n.l7). pp.l-IS.  22-5; Jannan  (see n.l6).  passim:  Tallock (see n.l). pp.l7l-7. 403-21. See also

Geoffrey of  Monmouth.  Hislary aflhe  Kings  of Britain.  trans. Lewis Thorpe. Harmondsworlh I966.  p.21.

Taylor  (see  n. l ), p.  l  S. and Helnine Newslead.  Merlin  and the Youth ofArlhur. in  A  Manual  of the  Writings  in
Middle  English  l050-l500.  ed. Severs. vol. I (Romances). New Haven I967. p.46. For  Gerald  of  Wales  see

below  and  note  35. Both Merlins have received  biographies  in the  Dictionary of National  Biography!

Parry (see  n.l7).  introduction; Clarke (see  n.l7). pp.22-5. and the poem itself. For  Calidon.  see Clarke.

pp.l70-2. -

The  dating of  Parry and Caldwell. Geoffrey of  Monmouth.  in  Arthurian Literature  (see  n. l 6).  p.75.  is accepted

here. Sac also N.  Wright. ed..  The  Historiu  Regum Britanniae  of Geoffrey of Monmouth  l.  Bern.
Burgerbibliallwk.  MS.  568.  Cambridge  I985. pp.v-xvi. for the latest opinions on the  date  and composition of

GeoiTrey‘s works.
They now form book seven of the History.
Thorpe (see n.l8). pp.l67-87.



28.

30.

3l.
32.

33.
34.

35.

36.

37.

Taylor (see n.l). pp.7-9.

For GeolTrey's sources. Taylor (see n.  l  ),  pp.2l-4  and  ch.2,  and see above none 18.
Thorpe  (see  n.18),  pp,l95-207.
The  Prophecies  was  a favourite  text  throughout  the  middle ages,  and  after, circulating by itself or  with  the
History.  It was  translated into several  vernacular  languages  and few appeared  without  some sort of
commentary or  annotation;  see Eckhardt. The  ‘Praplzelia Merlim' '  (see  n.l),  listing 79 mss. See  also  her The
First English Translations of the  Praphetia  Merlini.  The  Library.  ser.6, vol.  4  (I982),  pp.25-34,  and Hammer
(see  n.13).

Ambrosius Merlin's post-Geoffrey.  Arthurian  career is too  well known  to need recital. Merlin Silvester
has had  a  more modest career in  romance;  sec Newslead (see n.l9).  pp.46-9,  234-6.

Thorpe  (see  n.l8), p.61.
Thorpe  (see  n.l8).  p.257.

San Marte (A. Schulz). cd..  Gottfried  van  Monmouth  's Hismriu  Regum  Brilanniae,  Halle  l854,  p.463,  and Faral
(see  n.l7),  vol. 2, pp.lOl-2. Tatlock (see  n.l),  pp.44-5,  takes  the most commonsens: auitude to Geoffrey's
creative processes as  regards  the Eagle.
See  note  I.
Anthony R.  Wagner, Heralds  and  Heraldry in the  Middle  Ages.  Oxford 2nd ed. 1956, pp. 12, 14-6. For  Waleran
as  ‘propagalor' of  heraldry  5:: David  Crouch,  The  Beaumont Twins.  Cambridge  I986, pp.Zl l-2.

E.g.  by Gerald of Wales. see  below  and  note  35.
Aquila is a Roman personal name and occurs  twice  in the New Testament. Tallock  (see  n.  l  ). p.44. n.  I  75.  ch22.
and his The Date of ‘Regum Scolorum.’ Speculum.  vol.  9  (I934). p.l36.  n.3,  Le  Roman  (lo  Rm!  (/0  Wat-e.  ed. l.
Arnold. 2 vols.. Paris l938-40.  line  l48l4.

To confuse the issue still further the  magician Merlin  acquired  a  pet  eagle  who lived on  a mountain  in
Wales called  Mans  Mariana.  which  could be lranslaled as ‘More‘s Mountain‘ —  a  joke that  only  Ricardians
will  appreciate  to the  full;  see C. D.  Eckhardt,  The  Library (see  n.27).  p.30.

Yet  another  confusion. probably a  scribal one. led the fifteenth—century Burgundian  chroniclcr Jean de
Wavrin. who used an unidentified version  oflhe  Brut.  to believe  that a  prophecy ofSl. John [he  Evangelist  was
consulted by King Alan.  Wavrin‘s  actual  source is unknown. but at some  stage  Seflanfiu)  or Seswnfiu) must

have been read as :51.  John'.  The connection of the  Evangelist with  an  eagle  plus the existence of his prophetic
work,  the Book of  Revelation, paved  the way for  this  curious misinterpretation (Recueiltle:  Croniques  . .  .  par
Jelmn  (l2  Wuvrin.  ed. W. Hardy. Rol!s Series l864-9l.  5  vols.. vol. I. pp.498 and 600).

A. B.  Scott  and F. X.  Marlin.  eds., The  Conquest aflreland  by Gimldus  Cambrensis.  Dublin I978  (text  and

trans),  ppi-lxviii,  and sec index under  Merlin;  this has the no.5!  detailed  discussion of  Gerald  and the
Prophecy of the  Eagle.  It is  intriguing that  in  a later  but contemporary redaction  of The  Conquest  all the
prophecies of Celidonius, and  a  few of the others. have  been  excised. Gerald may have  lost  faith  in  them,  or
realised  that using them  in  a  specific  context might  be  politically dangerous.  Alternatively he may have  lost his
source. The  fact that  he so clearly distinguishes between Merlin Ambrosius and the prophecies in  Geoffrey’s
Historic,  and Merlin Celidonius and the  traditional  sayings. suggests that  the Iatter's texts had actually come to
his  knowledge orally and in Welsh. If he no  longer  had access to  them  at some date it  would explain  why he
deleted  his  (translated) quotations  which  he could no  longer substantiate,  and why he was unable to publish
book three  which  was to consist  mainly of prophecies. See also  Gerald  of  Wales,  The  Journey lhraugh  Wales
and the  Description  of Wales.  trans. L. Thorpe, Harmondsworlh I978, pp.66-7 and n.22. l83 and  n.346, 192-3.
248. 280. Tatlock (see n. I), pp.4lO-l l.  Ward (see  n. l 7), p.293. favours the  idea that  the prophecies were taken
from  Gerald’s  lost book three and were composed by him. Taylor  (see n.l),  pp.2l-4, prefers the  idea that
Gerald  did in  fact collect  bardic  sayings.  as he said he  did. rather than  compose  them,  and  that  the  eagle

prophecies are all  that  is  left  of his collection. Taylor persistently and sometimes  confusingly calls  the  whale  of
the  eagle  prophecy the  Giraldian Collection  (pp.56. 83. 86-7. 89, 92,  l03,  l  [7),  which it most  definitely was not.
See W. W.  Skeal,  The so-called ‘Here  Proph'ecy’,  and especially J. W. Hales. The Here  Prophecy, both  in
Academy.  vol. 30 (1886).\pp.189-90 and  380-];  Taylor  (see n.l),  pp.22 and n.42. 86.  l08-9,  I  l7; .4  Manual  (see
n.l2), vol. 5.  pp.152-9  and 298-9. The  Here Prophecy occurs in Benedict ol‘ Peterborough  and Roger of
Hoveden.
Taylor  (see  n. l ) discusses the  White  King.  pp.23,  l03. There is no evidence  that  it was  known  to  Gerald  of Wales
as Taylor suggests: it is no!  quoted  by Gerald  at any lime.
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Holspur's description of prophecy. Shakespeare.  Henry IV.  part  I. act 3. scene I. line l54.

Frank  Barlow,  ed. and trans.. Vim  Aedwurtli  Regis.  The  Life  of King Edward  Irlm  rests m  Weslminsler.  London

I962. pp.xiii-xiv.  xxii,  xxv-xxvi. xxxvii.  l  l2-6. See  also  Taylor  (see  n.l). p.l IS.

For the lexl  ofthe  Vision.  see  Barlow (see preceding  nole). pp.75-9. 88. It will also be  given  in  a  full  translation

ol'lhe  Prophecy of the  Eagle  in  a  subsequent issue of this journal.

Barlow  (see  n39). pp.xxxvi-xxxvii. 88-90. For Aelred‘s  full  text on the  Vision  see J. P.  Migne.  Palrolagiae

tursus complains. Series Latina.  22! vol.. Paris l844-64. vol.  195.  cols.77l-4. See also  note  44 below.

Tallock  (see  n.l). p.409. Tree symbolism was  a  characteristic of Geoffrey‘s  Merlin  prophecies.  ibitl..  p.407.

A. Gransden.  Historical  Writing in  England  I. c.  500-0.  l307. London I974. p.l37:  Emlmeri  Hiswria Novarum

in  Anglia,  ed. M. Rule. Rolls Series. l884. p.3.

Daniel  4; compare Luke 23. 31 and Ezekiel 3l.

Details of errors and the commentator‘s reliance on GeotTrey‘s text  will  be  given  in the notes to the translation
oflhe  Prophecy afllze  Eagle  10  appear  in  a  subsequent issue of  this  journal. Only a  few other inlerprelalions of

the Eagle‘s text have been found. The  earliest exlanl copy appears  to be the one in Leiden. Universily Library

Ms. Vossius Lat. F 77.  lT.I22-l22b.  a  composite ms.  written  in Normandy  after  I282 and  containing among

other  items Geoffrey‘s  Historiu.  Einhardl‘s Life of CImr/L'mugne and [he Gem:  Normmmamm  Ducum.  Full
description in E. M. C. van Houls. Gem:  Normunnorum Ducum.  PhD. thesis.  Groningen  I982. pp.237-8. San

Marte (see  n.30) primed this text of lhe  Prophecy and its imerlinenr glosses but the transcript  available  to him
contained  many errors.

The  commentary in Dublin. Trinity College  Ms.5l4. lT.78-79. is  partly identical  with the Leiden one but
has more  details  and covers more of the  Prophecy.  Strictly speaking this ms. has two commentaries: one
inlerlinear  and  marginal  and very similar to the Leiden ms.. the  other.  concerned  with  the  Vision  only. was

added after the  main  text in the  hand  of lhe scribe and  literally quotes Aelred‘s interpretation. The ms. is l3th/
I4th century.

BL Ms.  Cotton  Nero A iv.  early fourteenth  century. contains  a running commentary inserted into the text.
of the  Three Dragons  section. The  Prophecy is followed by a  brief chronicle of Britain  ending with  the
coronation of  Edward  I and the submission of Llewelyn (l277) in the same hand. Sec Ward (see n.l7).

pp.297-8.

In  both  the  Leiden  and  Dublin  glosses the  fact that  King John had lwo sons is  chronologically  the last
information  given. The copies all appear to  dale from  the  reign  of Edward I and none of them explains the

White  King.

In Geoffrey's Historic the  main  sin of the Britons is their internal discord.  Gerald  names several others:
inconslancy.  cowardice. quarrelsomeness and homosexuality. The last  they inherited from  their Trojan

ancestors. who.  like them.  lost  their country because of it. See e.g. Thorpe  (see  n.35). pp.255-67.

If the  commentator  wrote some time  after l259  — the  date  of the Treaty of Paris. the lasl historical event ,
clearly referred to in his  text  —  and knew the  While King it is curious he did not  interpret that  section as

referring to the Barons' War and Simon de  Monlforl.  Either he did not know the  White King or he wrote in or

very shortly after l259.  If he did not know the  While King his work can at least be dated to the  reign  of Edward I
since it occurs in  a  ms.  written  in that period  (see  below).

See M. R.  James,  A  Descriplive  Catalogue  of the  Manuscript:  in lhe  Library of SI.  John  '3  College.  Cambridge.

Cambridge  l9l3.  pp.2l7-22.  The  Commentary is on  IT.“I  l2“b-l ISb. in a composite  fourteenth-century

volume  that  contains  among other items several histories of Alexander. Henry of Hunlingdon‘s  Hixloria

Aug/0mm  and Dares Phrygius' Story of Troy.

The difl'lcullies of  copying accurately proper names in an antique hand. often  using old fashioned capitals. are

probably the  main  reasons for the confusion in these lists.  When there  was more  than  one column of  names  it
was also  fatally easy to copy a  line out of sequence from the  adjacent column.  skip a line  or  copy a  line twice.

A comparison may be mat]: to the list of Brilish  kings in the convenient Time  Chart  in Lewis Thorpe‘s

translation  of GgolTrey of  Monmouth (see  n.18). pp.286-8.

Modern scholars use the Icelandic  word  1!:q (pl.  lIqr)  for such  a  list: see  Widsflh.  ed. K.  Malone.

Copenhagen  l962. p.27; C. L. Wrenn.  A  Study of Ike  Oldest  English  Literature.  London I967.  p.77,  and

S. Einarsson.  A Hislary of Icelandic  Literature.  New York  I957.  pp.l8. 38.

D. C.  Douglas,  Companions ol'the Conqueror.  History.  vol. 28 (I943). pp.lZ9—47.

The fils (and  later  filz) palronymic begins  to be used by such  as the Fillnns as  early as the  reign  of Henry I



‘\

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

6l.

62.

63.
64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

(Complele  Peerage.  new ed.. London  I926.  vol. 5. pp.39l-2). This fact. however. seems to be ofno obvious use

in  dating the emergence of this list of Edward‘s 'kin‘.

BL Ms. Royal 13  E  ix contains  a  number of historical lexls and some prophetic  material (including the  Three

Dragons  and the  White  King on 11127-2713). It  begins with  lists of the popes (£2). emperors (f.2b).  kings  of

Britain (£3). ol' Anglo-Saxon England  (Nb). and the companions  (£4).  The kin of  Edward  are  added  to the

companions  without  comment. It  contains  an  additional  four 17!: names but does not have the last  three  pairs

of names of the  Leningrad  ms.: it has  Linde  and  Limlesy substituted for  Langlan  and  Langley.  Royal  13  E  ix

was compiled at St.  Albans  1-. I400. see 0. F. Warner and J. P. Gilson.  Catalogue  of Western  Mamm-riplx  in the

pk!  Royal  and  King '3  Collections  in the  British  Museum.  4  vols.. London  l92l.

BL Ms. Harl. 293 (a miscellaneous collection ofsixleenlh-century papers mostly ofan  heraldic nature).  ”.33-

34b. This list is described by the transcriber as from  a  Flares Historiurum  of All Souls  College. Oxford. a copy

of the chronicle of  Matthew  Paris of St.  Albans (died  1259).  This ms.  apparently no  longer  survives. (We are

grateful  to the staff of All Souls  College library for  answering our questions).

Harl. 293  only adds  lwofil:  names  to the  Leningrad  list. substitutes  Limle  and  Linsey for  Lunglon  and

Langley.  and does not  have  the last four pairs of the  Leningrad  ms.

College  of Arms Ms. Arundel 9.  f  . 56. described  misleadingly in the  Catalogue  of [he  Arumlel  Manuscripts  in the

Library of the  College  of Arms.  privately published 1829. and in Hardy (see n.74). vol. 2. p.2. no. 2, as an

inaccurate copy of the Bromplon  list.  II is in  fact  earlier  than  the ‘Bromplon‘ chronicle (see  below  and n.75).

The ms. is  a collection  of texts of c.  1300  and includes the chronicle of Nicholas  Trevel  ending in  l307.  It is  a

neat  copy in three columns but the copyisl  clearly got  tired  by the end. It is most similar lo the list in Royal l3 E

ix. and its  final  list of Edward the Confessor‘s kin (no! so  called  in the text) is  identical  in  spelling.  We are most

grateful  to the  College  of Arms for  allowing us to consult this ms. and lo the Archivist Robert Yorke for his

assistance.

This suggesls that  the two lists may have  originally been  together.

See note 50 above. In the  only other copy of the present  commentary (Cambridge.  St. John‘s  College  Ms.  G l  6)

the list is even closer to Geofl'rey‘s order because it  contains  fewer errors.

Except in the St. John's ms.  (see preceding note). where these 22 names were inserted elsewhere in the list of

British  kings.  but  still  as  a  group.

William  Stubbs.  Th'e Foundation  of Wall/mm  Abbey [including] De  inventione Sam-me  Crucis  Imslme  in  Monte

Arum e! de  (Inc-lime  eiusrlem (mud Wall/mm.  Oxford  l86l: W. de  Gray Birch. Vim  Huroldi.  London 1885.

Matthew  Benneu. Poetry as History? The  Roman  (l0 Run of Wace as  a  source for the Norman Conquest.

Proceedings  of line Fifth  Ball/e  Abbey C  (Inference of Anglo-Norman  Studies  I 982.  ed. R. A. Brown.  Woodbridge

I983. pp.2l-39. We are most  grateful  to Mr.  Bennett  for his interest and advice.

‘The Conqueror‘ became  the  preferred  sobriquet in the course of [he  thirleemlrcenlury.  The survival of 'lhe

Bastard‘ in some lists of the Companions  gives  some assislance in  dating them and  showing the sequence ofthe

various versions. Michel de Bouz'ird. Note sur l‘appellalion ‘Guillaume le  Conquéranl', Sllltlil's  in  Medieval

Hislary presented  to R. A.  Brown,  ed. C. Harper-Bill  0101..  Woodbridge  I989. pp.24-6 for the ‘firsl‘ use oflhe

Conqueror as  a  title for William c.  l  300.

Bennett  (see  n.6l). pp.28-30.

lbirt.  pp.29-30.  Wace  was used extensively by nineteenth-century writers  as a source for the  participants  of

Hastings  e.g.  EdgarTaylor. ed..  Master  Ware.  l-Iis Chronicle  of the  Norman Conquest from  the  Roman  de  Rau.

London  1837  and J. R. Planché. The  Companions  of the  Conqueror.  2  vols.. London l874. These men were

sceptical of the lists of companions now  under study.

Wace  was considered  a  reliable source for the  battle generally until  J. H. Round's criticism at the end oflhe

nineteenth century.  see Bennett.  p.21.

Taylor (see n.64). pp.243-4.

A. J.  Holden.  ed.. Le  Roman  (le  Rau,  Sociélé des Ancicns  Texles  Francais. 3 vols.. Paris  I970,  vol. 3. ppJOO-l.

on Wace’s  main  sources.

Douglas  (see  n.52),  passim.

Joseph Hunter. On the (so-called) Roll of Battle  Abbey.  Sussex Archaeological  Colleclians.  vol.  6  (l853).

pp.l-l4. esp. pp.2-3. Hunter‘s view was that 'lhe roll‘ was  a myth,  but he believed  that a genuine  list of

companions lurked behind the hopelessly confused lists  that  had survived to his lifetime.

BL. Ms.  Royal 4 C  xi.  a  copy  made 1206-23.  and once 2“ Bank: Abbey. Holden  (see  n.66), pp.l9-20.
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70.

7l.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

\

See the slory of  a  book of the companions‘ arms  apparently borrowed from the Abbcy by Henry V and not

returned. and the mention ofa ‘(able‘ of names also  being there — in  fact  one ofthe  later  lists  classifying  the
names by their  endings — recorded in  a  copy ol'the  Brut  (BL Ms. Harl. 53).  printed  in F. W. D.  Brie, ed.,  TI":

Brut.  or (In! Chronicles  of England.  2  vols.. EETS.OS. l3l. l36 (I906. I908). vol. 2.  pp.534-7.  See also Th.

Hearne.  ed..  Liber  Niger  Smcmrii.  London l77l. p.522: Hearne‘s list is now  College  ol'Arms Ms. Arundel 48.
f.2l.

Such  a  list  (originally taken  from Wace  direct) is  that  in John Leland. De  Robus  Collt'cumea.  ed. Thomas
Hearne. London I774. vol. 2. pp.202-3 and see note  79 on Talleur below.  Wace’s  Roman  ([0  Ron.  however.  was

never a  popular  text and had  a limited  influence  —  again  we are  grateful  to Mr.  Bennett  for his advice.

See Holden (see n.66).  p.159.  on the shorter and  more  reliable list of  William  of Poitiers.

E.g.  certain  fifteenth-century copies oflhe  rhyming list  put ‘Nevile' al lhe  beginning oflhe  third  line: BL. Ms.

Harleian  1808.  f.l9; Harl. 2386.  [55.  Another sixteenth-century copy has Percy grandiloquenlly  at the  head  of

the lisl as  ‘greal  conslable' ol‘lhe Norman army. BL. Ms. Harl. 293.  I235.
Warner  (see n.54) was  also  oflhe opinion  that  the  rhyming lisls were the earliest. see  under  BL. Ms. Royal 14

B i.  although  he was  unaware  of the evidence  oflhe  commcnlary. Warner's  note  is one ofthe best and  briefes;

outlines of the history ol'lhese lists. but he  made  no  attempt  to discover the  origins  oflhe  earliest one. Also
helpful is the list  often  mss. oflhese lisls in Th. D. Hardy. ed..  Dun-riplive  Catalogue  of Man-rialx relating to the

Hixlory afGrem Britain  and  Ireland  (Io  I327).  Rolls Series.  5  vols. in  4  pls.. London l862-7l.vol. 2. pp.l-5.

Discussed as Richard lll‘s Books VI: The Anonymous or Filzhugh  Chronicle,  The  Ricartlian.  vol. 8. no. l02
(I988). pp. l 04- l 9. This  chronicle  is printed in R. Twysden.  Hismrim: Anglicunm:  Scripturex  .  .  .. London I652.

columns 725-!284. the list is columns 963-6. Its  heading  refers to  William  ”the Bastard‘ and this  indicates  an
early date.  It  begins with  French verse. and  there  is no  appendage  of the names of Edward‘s kin.

There are many copies of this version,  mostly dalable  to  after  I400  and none as early as the present

Commentary‘s list. The earliest is  College  ofArms  Ms. Arundel 9. £56.  made  c. l 300  (see  n.56). Arundel 9 and
Royal  l3  E  ix (c. I400)  have  identical lists of Edward‘s kin appended but  with  no  separate  titles for  them.  Harl.
293. H.33-33b(161h c.) also has this  appendage with  no title; it is close lo Arundel 9 and  Royal  13  E  ix but has

some differences.
This list was  also printed  by André Duchesne.  Hixlorim- Nommmmrum  Scriptures  Amiqui.  Paris  l6l9.

pp. l025-6. It was dismissed by the Duchess of Cleveland in her  The  Battle  Abbey Roll  with some  Acton"!  of Ihe
Norman Lineages.  3  vols.,  London  1889.  in preference for  another  list. also ‘rhymed'.  which  she look  from  John

Leland‘s  Collecmnea  (see n.7l). vol. 2, pp.206-9. In fact Leland‘s list is jusl a  longer  and later version of the

same  list. with an extensive assortment  offil:  names  scattered through  it. (The earlier  rhyming lists are  free  of

these.)
The number of  names  varies in the versions: the  Anonymous  or Filzhugh Chronicle (‘Bromplon‘s‘) has  240.

The I419 dale comes from the copy once  belonging to William Worcester published by Hearne.  Liber  Niger

Scaccarii  (see  n.70),  pp.522-4. Other  fifteenth-century copies of this version are BL. Ms.  Royal  14 B  i  (roll).

Harl. 53  (the  Era!  see n.70 above). Another early copy is roll IZS at Jesus College. Oxford,  but this has not been

seen (H. 0. Cox.  Cululogus Codicum Munuscriplormn  in  Callegiis  All/isque 0.\‘0niensibus. Oxford l852. vol. 2).
BL. Harl. 53 (the  Brut  up to Henry VI. see n.70) includes an A-Z lisl. see Brie  (see  n.70). pp.605-7. This list was

collated  by Brie  with  Lambeth  Palace  Ms. 6.  another  Brut.  Mosl of the A-Z lists are late and many were

published  e.g.  in  l577  by Holinshed (Halinshed‘s  Chronicles.  London l807. vol. 2. pp.5-8) and Duchesne in
I619 (see  n.75).  pp.1023-S.  l027-3l.

Holden (see n.66). pp.l00-4. on the  history of the sources. edilions. etc.. of the Normandy chronicles. For

Talleur see Pierre Ie  Verdier.  L‘Alelier  (Iv  Guillaume  Le  Tulleur Pmnier imprimeur  ram-mmis.  Hisloirt- 0!

bibliographie.  Rouen I916. pp.56-76;  only five copies of the chronicle survive.
Th; list in the chonicle of ‘William Tailleur‘ was seized upon by Holinshed and published (vol. 2. pp.  3-4)

and via his  edition  was  extensively copied in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The Am and  Monuments  of John  Foxe.  8  vols.,  New York I965. vol. 2. pp.136-8 (two lists);  Holinslml'x

Chronicles  (J. Johnson eI  uI.).  London  1807,  vol. 2. pp.3-8 (two lists): André  Duchesne,  Hisloriae

Normannorum  Scriptures  Antiqui.  Paris l6l9. pp.l023-3l (several lists): Thomas Fuller. The  Church  History of

Britain.  London I655  ,  (new 6 vol.  edition Oxford l845).  vol. I. pp.402-38 (several lists): Duchess of Cleveland.

The  Battle  Abbey Roll will:  some  Account  of Norman  Lineages.  London  1889  (three vols. devoted to  their

study).
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